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New for the 21/22 school year.
Our preference screen has been further developed to cater for children /
students with Irlen Syndrome. If you have your RGB reference, simply
enter it into the ‘Customise’ section of the filter screen and the course
will automatically update to your settings!
After numerous requests from teachers, parents and assessors, it is
now possible to add weekly spelling lists or problematic words to the
KAZ course via your admin section. Students can then practice these
spellings, whilst learning to type. (Online edition only.)
Home edition - Holiday time again! Use this valuable time of year
preparing your kids (and yourself) for the year ahead by learning a ‘life
skill’. Our typing course is fun, simple to use, breaks down into
modules and is proven. Our Family Edition offers 5 licenses for
the price of 3. All our software includes both UK and US/North
American options (spoken instruction, vocabulary and
keyboards) and is available either online via our servers or as
a download. Access KAZ via your laptop, desktop or even your tablet*!

Why do so many
people use KAZ?
• Because the

program caters for
all abilities.

• Its accelerated

learning teaching
method works.

• Unique Preference

Screen addresses
VISUAL STRESS

*We always recommend using a keypad or a docking station with tablets but
most importantly always practise good posture!

Schools & FE /HE - Teachers, you can now add your weekly spelling
lists to the KAZ course via your admin section. Students can
then practice spellings of the week / problematic words whilst
learning to type. We hope this new multi-sensory facility will
encourage the learning of this valuable life skill. The student
first ‘hears’ the word, is then shown the word and finally
allowed to type the word three times against the clock. The new
module has been designed to ingrain the words to muscle memory. As
the student practices, the skill becomes ‘automatised’ and eventually
they will type the words without even realising it.
We believe that in today’s world of technology, all students should be taught to
type. Our education licences cater for all, allowing the whole class to learn
together. Pricing starts from just .80 pence/cents per student per annum!
Membership of BESA is the gold standard for all British
education suppliers and assures users that the holder is a
trusted supplier. NAACE are a community of educators,
thought leaders and curriculum experts who are committed
to supporting the effective use of education technology within
schools.

To order, please visit our website or email us: enquiries@kaz-type.com
We offer 30 days payment terms and a free 14 day trial.
Find out why so many schools use and trust KAZ.

• Because it WORKS!

Tournament results coming soon…
The winners of the KAZ Touch Typing tournament 2021 will be announced shortly
but why not enrol your school and get ready for the next tournament which starts
in September.

Coming soon… Worldwide Touch Typing Tournament for
Schools 2021/22
Business - KAZ’s Business edition has proven to increase the efficiency and productivity of
staff, a fundamental yet essential skill that is often overlooked in training. We are
one of the very few courses that can actually provide and prove a Return on
Investment (ROI) - see the FREE ROI calculator on our website. Just take a free
typing test (see main page of our website), insert the figures and see the results for
yourself. Teach, equip your staff and build on their skill set. Our course is CPD/CE
accredited, giving added assurance as well as peace of mind. Our clients realise the
effectiveness of learning this skill. Its one of the cheapest on the
marketplace and one that really does ‘make a difference’. Also
available in SCORM 1.2 for LMS. Contact: sales@kaz-type.com
Find our why our course is used by Governments, MOD,
FE/HE and leading businesses worldwide.
DSA/NMH/Access to Work - The positive responses and feedback from assessors, teachers
and trainers have confirmed that KAZ is making a huge difference. Our
neurodiverse SEN/Dyslexia edition has been proven to not only benefit dyslexic
individuals but also individuals with Dyspraxia, Dysgraphia, ADHD, ASD,
Tourette’s, amongst others. This edition addresses visual disturbances by
means of our © preference screen, tailoring the course to the user for maximum visibility
comfort, whilst equipping them with a ‘life skill’, promoting self confidence.
We would like to thank all the OT’s and Assessors who have already contacted us and are now
using and recommending KAZ. Assessors please contact us for licenses, webinars or for booking
CPD sessions, either directly via the DSA tab on our website, email: sheraleen@kaz-type.com or
via the Student Support Portal / DSA reseller network.
Lastly, we have compiled a few blogs which we hope are informative, inspiring and
encourage you to brush up on your touch type skills.
KAZ Type, BBC Schools Dance Mat Typing and others
My child has dyslexia - how can I help?
Which is the best touch typing software?
Mainstream and Neurodiverse City & Guilds Assured Edition

Thank you for your support during these challenging times - The KAZ Team
As an ‘inclusive’ company, our aim is to supply products that are suitable for all. All our
download files now include our unique ©preference screen minimising visual disturbances.

Happy summer holidays !

